Antinociceptive properties of nasal delivery of neurotoxin-loaded nanoparticles coated with polysorbate-80.
Neurotoxin-1 (NT) is an analgesic peptide which is endowed an exceptional specificity of action that blocks transmission of the nerve impulse. The aim of this study was to evaluate the potential application of nanoparticles technology as drug carrier system for the nasal delivery of NT. Mice were administered intranasally (i.n.) with NT (NT-P-NP), free NT solution (F-NT) and intravenously (i.v.) with NT (IV-NT) respectively. The NT levels in animal brain and antinociceptive activity of NT were analyzed. The result on brain transport showed that nanoparticles could exert enhanced delivery of NT into the brain significantly after i.n. administration. The results of antinociceptive activity showed that NT-P-NP increased immobility in the open-field test, both phases of formalin test were significantly inhibited by the NT-P-NP and NT-P-NP significantly inhibited the reaction time to thermal stimuli at 60 and 90 min. Both NT-P-NP and IV-NT were able to inhibit constrictions in acetic acid-induced writhing reaction. These data suggest that NT-loaded nanoparticles coated with polysorbate-80 could generate a significant improvement of drug levels in the brain. Intranasal administration of Neurotoxin-1 entrapped in nanoparticles coated with polysorbate-80 is an attractive alternative to intravenous administration.